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WARNING: DO NOT RIDE YOUR BOARD UNTIL YOU READ THIS IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Your board has the potential to lose power and braking at
any time due to interference between your remote and the
board, dropping your remote, a fully discharged remote,
braking for too long when the battery is fully charged, and
other factors. You should only ride your Jed Board within
your means, and at speeds and on terrain where you’re
comfortable without power and brakes.

Other vehicles have the potential to seriously injure or kill
you. Always be mindful and aware of your surroundings
when riding around other vehicles. It’s important to assume
that other vehicles cannot see you, and you should ride
accordingly always being safe. Please obey all laws
regarding the use of your board on public roads, bike paths,
footpaths or other places.

Hills and high speed riding can be extremely dangerous as
a crash could result in serious injuries or death. Be extra
careful when riding your board, always ride within your
means and with safety equipment – including but not limited
to a helmet and knee/elbow pads, and appropriate footwear
– even if you are an experienced rider.

Do not ride your Jed Board in wet or icy conditions. Whilst
the board has been designed to handle a light amount of
water, it has the potential to cause damage to your board
which is not covered under warranty. Riding in wet or icy
conditions is extremely dangerous and has the potential for
serious injury or death from a loss of traction and control. Do
not submerge your board or any part in water.

Whilst measures have been taken to prevent overcharging
through our braking resistor circuitry, care must be taken
to ensure you always ride within your means and on hills
you are comfortable without power and brakes. Extended
braking downhill on a full battery charge has the potential
to cause a shut-down and loss of braking power to prevent
overcharging the battery.

Riding at night time or in areas with poor visibility increases
the risk of an accident, if you need to ride in these conditions,
please use appropriate lighting to ensure you are both visible
to others, and that you can see the road ahead.
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REGISTER YOUR BOARD USING
THE JED GARAGE APP

JED GARAGE APP IOS /
ANDROID
The Jed Garage™ app for iOS and
Android allows you to connect to
your board to adjust settings, update
the firmware for your board, battery
and remote. Additionally you can
get support for your board and read
maintenance guides.
Using the app to register your board
helps us to provide you with the best
customer service.

SIGN UP

LOGIN

Available via free download on the
Apple iOS App Store and Google
Play Store.
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THE JED BOARD RANGE

JED BOARD (JR)
The Jed Board (Jr) is the ultimate urban
commuter. Measuring in at 34.5″ long
and 9.6″ wide it gives you a great stable
platform for manoeuvring around the
busiest of cities.
With a flexible kick-tail, you can accelerate
hard in a pinch and the tail will keep you
locked into the board.
DIMENSIONS
LENGTH

876MM

WIDTH

243MM

WEIGHT

6.4KG

POWER-TRAIN
MOTORS

DUAL 1KW JED DRIVE

BATTERY

5AH SWAPPABLE BATTERY

WHEELS
TRUCK

80MM STANDARD
CALIBER II FRONT
PRECISION CNC REAR
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JED BOARD (DUAL)
The Jed Board (Dual) offers an extremely
comfortable ride for long distance cruising.
With a 42″ long deck with a subtle W concave
to lock your feet when carving and a medium
flex to help absorb shocks and bumps.
The vertical laminate bamboo construction
layered with bi-axial fibreglass gives the deck
strength for riders up to 150kg.

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH
WIDTH
WEIGHT

1066MM
215MM
6.4KG

POWER-TRAIN
MOTORS

DUAL 1KW JED DRIVE

BATTERY

5AH SWAPPABLE BATTERY

WHEELS
TRUCK
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JED BOARD (AWD)
The Jed Board (All Wheel Drive) is the ultimate
in power. It features a total power output of
up to 4kW peak and can climb hills in excess
of 30%.
Featuring 4 independent motors that provide
stability through our traction control system,
along with 2 x 144Wh battery packs (airline
friendly) that can propel the board to over
40km/hr and up to 40km range.
DIMENSIONS
LENGTH

1066MM

WIDTH

215MM

WEIGHT

10.4KG

POWER-TRAIN
MOTORS

QUAD 1KW JED DRIVE

BATTERY

2 X 5AH SWAPPABLE BATTERY

WHEELS
TRUCK

80MM STANDARD
PRECISION CNC TRUCK
FRONT AND REAR.
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WHAT’S IN THE BOX

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

*Jed Board All Wheel Drive includes
2 x Batteries and Chargers

Jed Board

Remote

Battery*

Skate Tool

USB-C Cable

Charger*

Remote Lanyard
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THE JED BOARD CHARGER / BATTERY

CHARGER
Your battery pack has been designed only
to operate with the included Jed Board
charger. The charger communicates with
the battery pack when connected to
ensure safe and reliable charging.
Your battery can be charged whie inserted
into your Jed Board or when removed.
1. Connect your charger to your power
point and then plug it into the charge
port of your battery.
2. You will hear a “click” from the charger,
this is the safety relay switching to
allow the battery to charge.
WARNING: Only use the included Jed Board charger with
your battery pack, using any other charger is not supported,
may damage your battery and void your warranty.

3. During charging, the battery pack will
disable discharge for safety so that
you cannot operate your Jed Board.
4. When charging is completed you will
hear another “click” from the charger.
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SWAPPABLE BATTERY

Cold Weather

Your Jed Board includes a high
capacity, swappable lithium-ion
battery pack.

When riding in colder weather
from 5°C (41°F), you may notice
a reduction in range due to how
lithium batteries operate in cold
weather situations.

Sensors measure many different
aspects of the battery pack and
communicate this to your Jed
Board motor controller to ensure
the battery is always running at
optimal levels.

Hot Weather
When riding your Jed Board in
temperatures above 35°C (95°F)
you may find that your battery
pack will limit power when riding
up steep hills, this is to keep
your battery pack protected from
overheating.
In the event this happens, please
wait 5 minutes for the battery to
cool down before riding again.
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Water
Your battery pack is designed
to operate to IP65 levels of
water resistance. Whilst it can
tolerate some water, we do not
recommend riding in the rain.
Additionally avoid riding through
large puddles or deep water
as this may potentially cause
damage which is not covered
under warranty.

MULTI-FUNCTION BUTTON
USB-C Port
Charge Port

Multi-function Button

At the rear of your Jed Board battery
pack you’ll find a multi-function button.
To turn the battery on/off, hold the multifunction down for 5 seconds.
A single press of the multi-function button
will give you the current battery state of
charge:
Green
Light Green:
Yellow:
Red:

75-100%
50-75%
25-50%
0-25%

CHARGING USB DEVICES

Connection to motor controller.

The on-board USB-C port allows you to
charge devices up to 11W. To charge
a USB device connect it to the USB-C
port on the battery and double press the
multi-function button (the battery must
be on). The LED will begin flashing green
and stop after number of seconds, the
device will begin charging.
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SWAPPING YOUR BATTERY
To connect your battery pack to your
Jed Board, simply follow the steps below, and
be sure not to apply excessive force while
inserting the battery pack.
1. Insert the battery into the rails,
with the connector grooves
facing towards the pins.
2. Carefully slide the battery pack in, making
sure it is aligned correctly in the rails.
3. Push the battery to ensure its seated
firmly and making contact with the pins.
4. Insert the battery locking screw and
rotate it clockwise until its tight.
To remove the battery, follow the same steps
but in reverse, starting by removing the battery
locking screw and keeping it somewhere safe.
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AIRLINE TRAVEL TIPS

AIR TRAVEL
Your swappable battery pack is
rated to 144Wh. IATA rules allows
passengers to travel with up to two
batteries on-board, providing they
are each less than 160Wh.
This means you can travel with all
boards in our line-up.
Please note that some airlines may
require prior approval in order to
carry on batteries consisting of
99-160Wh, always check with your
airline prior to flying.

At no time is Jed Boards liable should
any airport or airline security confiscate
your battery pack from you. Please
ensure you always act in accordance
with the law and rules of the airport and
country you are in.

The Jed Garage™ app features a
tool that lets you generate a letter
you can send to your airline regarding
your battery pack to assist with
approval. Head to the “Flight Safe”
section within the app for details.
Always remove the battery from the
board and store it in your carry on
luggage when traveling.

Avoid sharp objects, liquids and
other items that may cause potential
damage to the battery pack.
Check your board in without the
battery and be sure to safely protect
the board to avoid unnecessary
damage by baggage handlers. We
suggest either using the box your
board arrived in, or a snowboard
bag or similar.
If you do encounter issues with
airport security, please remain calm
and polite at all times and display
the battery label to them, and
explain that IATA allows two carry
on batteries up to 160Wh each, and
that your batteries fall within this
category being 144Wh.
At this time you may also be able
to present them with the PDF that
was generated via the “Flight Safe”
section of the Jed Garage™ app.
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GETTING TO KNOW YOUR REMOTE

Throttle Wheel

Finger Sensor

ePaper Display

Palm Sensor

Lanyard

USB-C Charge Port
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HOW TO OPERATE YOUR
JED BOARD REMOTE
Your Jed Board remote features a
unique pair of sensors that allow for
simple and easy operation. To get
started with your remote, simply pick it
up and within 1-2 seconds, the remote
will “wake” and connect to your board.

Please be careful when transitioning
from “free wheel” to accelerating or
braking as you may need to adjust
your stance.

Accelerating

When stopped, simply pull the throttle
wheel back towards you for 10
seconds to enter menu mode.

To accelerate, slowly push the throttle
wheel forward and your board will start
accelerating. The further forward you
push, the faster your board will go, all
the way to top speed.
Braking
In order to safely stop, please take
care to slowly roll the throttle wheel
back, towards you, the further back,
the harder the braking.
When riding, if you let go of the
throttle wheel, your board will go into
“free wheel” mode, and continue to
coast along using your momentum.
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Accessing the menu

Use the throttle wheel to choose
options, and simply tap the sensor on
the back of the screen to confirm your
selected function.
Turning off the remote.
After riding, simply hold your finger
to the sensor behind the screen for 3
seconds and the remote will turn off
automatically.

CHARGING YOUR REMOTE
Your remote features a USB type C port
and can be charge from empty to full in
around 1.5 hours using the included USB
type C cable.






USB-C
Charge Port

Lanyard



As your Jed Board battery pack also
includes a USB charging port, we
recommend charging your remote from
the battery pack using the included USB
type C cable.
Please note that your remote may not
charge from some USB type C power
adaptors, in which case we recommend
either charging from your battery or using
a USB A - C cable.
While charging your remote, a charge
indicator icon will be displayed on the
remote screen, and for safety throttle and
sensor functions will be disabled during
charging.
We recommend to ensure you have
sufficient remote charge before each ride.
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PAIRING YOUR REMOTE
Your remote already comes paired to
your board, but if you ever need to pair
your remote, simple follow the steps
below.
1. In the main menu, navigate
to Settings > Wireless.
2. With your battery pack installed
and powered on, press the power
button 3 times to enable pairing
mode. The light will flash blue.
3. Choose the type of pairing
depending on your Jed Board.
When pairing an AWD, you’ll need
to pair each side, back then front.
4. Once paired, your remote will
establish a connection.
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WHEEL SIZE SETTING


 
 
 
 










For accurate speed readings on
your remote its important to select
the correct wheel size your board
is using.








1. In the main menu, navigate
to “Wheel Size”.
2. Use the wheel to highlight
“Wheel Size”, and tap the
rear sensor to confirm.
3. Use the wheel to scroll
down to your chosen wheel
size you are using, and
again tap the rear sensor
to confirm your setting.
4. You may now exit
the main menu.
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SCREEN BRIGHTNESS

2. Select the desired brightness
level using your wheel, then tap
the back sensor to confirm.
3. Your brightness has now been set,
and you may exit the main menu.
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1. In the main menu, navigate
to Settings > Brightness.



You can adjust the back-light of your
remote ePaper display, to ensure it is
visible under the conditions that you are
riding. During night rides, you may wish
to have your screen slightly brighter. To
adjust your screens brightness, follow
the steps below.

 



 
 

WHEEL CALIBRATION







  


 

    

 


   



Your remote wheel uses a magnetic
sensor to detect its position. We don’t
recommend changing this setting unless
you have been requested by our support
team or you reset your remote..
You can adjust the sensitivity of the
wheel by changing its calibration:
1. Within in the main menu, navigate
to Settings > Thumb Wheel..
2. Follow the prompts.

 

 

  
   
 

   

    
   
 


3. When calibration is complete,
exit the menu.
We strongly recommend testing your
boards function before riding it after
changing this setting to ensure safety.
Place your board upside down and test
the throttle response.
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SPEED MODE
Your Jed Board can reach speeds above
40km/hr, and we recommend you to start
off with the Beginner mode until you are
sufficiently comfortable with riding.

2. Confirm your desired speed
mode by tapping on the
sensor behind the screen.
3. Your speed mode is now set, and
you can safely exit the menu.
We recommend you test the new
setting in a controlled environment to
ensure you are comfortable and safe.
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1. Navigate in the remote
menu to “Mode”.



To change the speed mode of your board
you must be stopped.



  
 


GLOVE MODE
The inbuilt sensors on your remote can
detect your hand in 99% of cases.


 
 

  
  
   










If you find that the remote has trouble
maintaining detection of your hand or
you wish to use thick gloves when riding,
then you can enable “Glove Mode” from
the main menu.





 
 
   

Glove mode will adjust the sensitivity to
allow detection through thick gloves or if
you slightly lift your hand off the remote.
Glove mode will be automatically
disabled when the remote sleeps and
will need to be re-enabled again next
time you wake it up. This is to stop the
remote being woken all the time due to
the increased sensitivity.
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UNITS
By default your Jed Board remote will
display the calculated speed using metric
units – kilometers per hour.

3. Your units are now changed
and you can exit the menu.
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1. Navigate in the remote
menu to “Settings”.
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If you’d like to change this to miles per
hour, you can do so by:

Settings
Back
Brightness
Metric Units
Thumb Wheel
Wireless
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FIRMWARE UPDATE
Your remote and board can both be
updated over the air with new software
as its released. This allows us to
continuously add new features and
improvements to the board based on
feedback from our customers.
Wireless
Back
Dual & Jr
AWD (Front)
AWD (Rear)
Reset Remote
Enable OTA

In order to update your Jed Board you
will need to download Jed Garage™ from
the Apple or Google Play store.
Once you have installed the application,
to update the remote do the following:
1. Launch Jed Garage™ on your device.
2. Navigate in the remote menu to
Settings > Wireless -> Enable OTA.
3. In Jed Garage™ follow the steps on
the screen to search for your remote
and begin the update process.
4. After the update is complete, allow
the remote sensors to calibrate for
1-5 minutes, then you can pick it up
to use it again.
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GETTING TO KNOW YOUR JED DRIVE™

JED DRIVE™
Your Jed Board is powered by compact, yet
powerful drive train we call the Jed Drive™.
The Jed Drive™ is built around an all metal
gearbox, featuring helical gears designed for
outstanding performance and longevity.
Due to the nature of the drive, some regular
maintenance will be required, depending on
how often you ride.
Maintenance has been designed to be quite
simple, requiring a general clean and applying
new grease to the gears after 6 months to a
year. Please see the maintenance section for
more details.
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CONNECTOR
Your Jed Board motors attach via a single
connector to the motor controller unit. This
connector provides simple maintenance for
when motors need replacing.
Only connect and disconnect the motors if
you have spoken with our support team and
they have advised you to do so. Failure to
adhere to the warning instructions will result in
damage to your Jed Board which will not be
covered under warranty.
To disconnect the connector, simply apply
firm even pressure to sides of the plug, and
pull the clip, allowing for it to be uncoupled.
When reattaching the connector, ensure that
it has a firm connection, and that the clip
latches correctly.
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WARNING: Never disconnect or connect the connector
when the battery is attached. Doing so will damage your
Jed Board which will not be covered under warranty.

SWAPPING WHEELS
The Jed Drive™ has been designed to enable
quick and easy wheel swaps, allowing you to
effortlessly switch between wheels:
1. Use your skate tool (included) to undo
the wheel nut and set it aside.
2. Slide the wheel off the drive gear, it may
require a small amount of pulling force
3. Align the new wheel (with bearings
installed) with the drive gear pins and
push on until its seated all the way.
4. Take the wheel nut you set aside and
use your skate tool to tighten the nut
until its not able to tighten anymore.

BEARINGS
Your Jed Board includes a set of high quality
Boa Black Belly ceramic bearings that are long
lasting and corrosion resistant. When changing
wheels, swap the bearings from your previous
wheels into the new wheels. Any standard
skateboard bearing can also work.
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MAINTAINING YOUR JED BOARD

SERVICING & MAINTENANCE
The Jed Board is designed to operate with minimal maintenance
required, however due to the mechanical nature of the Jed
Drive™ some regular maintenance is recommended.
We recommend to clean your board regularly, wiping it down
with a lightly damp microfibre cloth and wiping dry after with a
fresh dry cloth – do not use cleaning products.
Before each ride, we recommended checking over the screws
on the board, ensuring none have come loose due to vibration.
A medium strength thread-locker is recommended to apply to
any loose screws before tightening them.
Every 6 months to a year we recommend to check the gears of
your Jed Drive™ and if necessary, clean and apply new grease.
1. Remove the axle nut with your skate tool, and
slide your wheel off the Jed Drive™.
2. Remove the 3 screws holding the gearbox
cover and carefully slide it off.
3. Check for dirt and dust and use a clean cloth to
wipe off the grease, dirt and contaminants.
4. Apply new grease, ensuring the gears are sufficiently
coated, rotating the gears as your apply.
5. Re-attach the gearbox cover, screws, wheel and axle nut.
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RIDING TIPS

BASIC RIDING TIPS
Whether you’re a new rider or seasoned pro, it’s
important to take your time to get acquainted with
your board and how to ride it.
Learn your stance:
Try standing on your board, and find what feels
comfortable. Everyone is different so experiment with
either having your left foot facing the front (regular) or
your right foot facing the front (goofy)
Take it slow:
As you learn to ride your Jed Board, start off in the
slowest speed setting, this will allow you to understand
how the board works, and prepare yourself for the
higher speed modes.
Shift your weight:

REGULAR

GOOFY

When accelerating, it is advised to shift your weight
more towards your front foot, this will help you
balance as your board accelerates. When you need
to use the brakes, shift your weight slightly to your
rear foot, this will also help with stability as you
decelerate, and as you come to a safe speed, your
body will naturally shift weight to a neutral stance.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

BATTERY ERROR CODES

REMOTE SENSORS

In the event you experience some issues with
your battery pack, the multi-function button will
present feedback through its LED.

The sensors built into the Jed Board remote are
capable of detecting the presence of your hand
through gloves. In some instances depending
on the material of the gloves it may not be able
to accurately detect your hand.

Over Voltage – Flashing Red (200ms)
Under Voltage – Flashing Green (200ms)
Over Temperature – Flashing Pink (200ms)

BATTERY STORAGE
After riding your Jed Board, remove your battery
pack. Leaving the battery pack in the board for
too long can cause a potential under voltage
protection as a small amount of power will be
discharged from the battery when connected to
the board.
If your battery goes to under voltage protection,
it may require to be taken to a service centre,
additionally you can kick push the board for a
few minutes to trickle the battery back to a non
under voltage state.

When placing the remote on objects that are
slightly conductive, such as your mobile phone
screen, this can potentially trigger the sensors
and wake your remote.

PAIRING ISSUES
In the event you experience issues pairing
your remote to your board, please ensure
that the board is in pairing mode first, by
pressing the power button 3 times (when
the board is powered on) before choosing
the pairing option on your remote.
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WARRANTY INFORMATION

24 MONTH LIMITED WARRANTY
Jed Boards (Global) Limited, warrant
the Jed Board products to be free from
defects in materials or workmanship for
a period of 24 consecutive months after
original purchase date.
This warranty only applies to the original
owner and is not transferable.
Claims under this warranty must be
made through the purchasing entity. The
original proof of purchase is required.

may apply to the customer. For example,
some states in the USA, as well as some
governments outside of the USA may:
1. Preclude the disclaimers and
limitations of this warranty statement
from limiting the statutory rights of
the consumer (e.g.. United Kingdom)
2. Otherwise restrict the ability of
a manufacturer to enforce such
disclaimers or limitations.

LOCAL LAW

LIMITATIONS

This warranty statement gives the
customer specific legal rights. The
customer may also have other rights
which vary from state to state, from
province to province, and from country to
country elsewhere in the world.

To the extent allowed by local law,
except for the obligations specifically
set forth in this warranty statement, in
no event shall Jed Boards (Global) Ltd,
or its third party suppliers be liable for
direct, indirect, special, incidental, or
consequential damages.

To the extent that this warranty statement
is inconsistent with local law, this
warranty shall be deemed modified to
be consistent with such law, under such
local law, certain disclaimers and
limitations of this warranty statement

The warranty does not apply to products
that haven’t been correctly installed
according to the respective user manual
which can be found at jedboards.com.

The warranty does not apply to damage
to the product caused by a crash, impact,
abuse of the product, non-compliance
with the manufacturer’s specifications
of usage and installation or any other
circumstances in which the product has
been subjected to forces or loads beyond
its design.
The warranty does not apply when the
product has been modified, including,
but not limited to any attempt to open
or repair any electronic and electronic
related components, including the
motor, controller, battery packs, wiring
harnesses, switches and chargers.
This warranty does not apply when the
serial number or production code has
been deliberately altered, defaced, or
removed.
Nor does the warranty apply if there is
no proof of invoice and/or receipt for the
purchase of any Jed Board products.
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EXCLUSIONS

WEAR AND TEAR PARTS

COMPETENCY OF USE

The warranty does not cover damage
to the battery and charger due to
power surges, use of improper charger,
improper maintenance, or such other
misuse.

Parts such as fixing hardware (screws,
nuts), batteries, wheels, bearings,
decks and bushings.

This warranty does not cover damages
caused by the use of parts of different
manufacturers, nor does it cover
damages resulting from commercial
(rental) use. Additionally this warranty
does not cover damage caused by
water and liquids.

Removal of any of the included warning
stickers and/or packaging from the
product or evidence or indication of
use is considered use of the equipment
and acceptance of all the terms set
forth herein and on the most up todate terms and conditions on the
Jed Boards website.

You hereby certify that you are 16 years
of age or older and/or have reached the
age of majority in your domicile to enter
into safety, warranty, legal disclaimer,
assumption of risk & indemnity/hold
harmless agreement and agree to be
bound by its terms.

This warranty does not apply to normal
wear and tear.
Wear and tear parts are subject
to damage as a result of normal
use, failure to service according to
Jed Board recommendations and/or
riding or installation in conditions or
applications other than recommended.
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CONDITIONS OF USE

The user assumes all liability and
responsibility for risk associated with
the use of the Jed Board electric
skateboards. You assume all risks and
responsibility outlined in the safety,
warranty, legal disclaimer, assumption
of risk & indemnity/hold harmless
provisions set forth.

©2020 Jed Boards (Global) Limited. All Rights Reserved.
Designed and Printed in China by Jed Boards.

